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Abstract

One-step extrusion foaming process of biodegradable poly(lactic acid) (PLA)-

based nanocomposites in the presence of chemical foaming agent and chain

extender has great complexity to control. In this work, PLA-based nanocompo-

sites containing different carbonaceous nanoparticles with different geometric

shapes were obtained through a co-rotating twin-screw extrusion process to

get insight into the dominant phenomena, which control the structural and

final properties of PLA foams. The reactive extrusion foaming of PLA melt was

investigated in the presence of carbon black, carbon nanotubes (CNTs), gra-

phene oxide (GO), and a chain extender additive as well as a chemical foaming

agent. Nanoparticles affect the continuous extrusion foaming of PLA melt

through several phenomena, including providing bubble heterogeneous nucle-

ation sites, intensifying the chemical decomposition of the foaming agent,

improving the PLA structural modification reaction, increasing PLA molecular

weight and restricting the dissolved gas removal from the melt. By influencing

the involved phenomena in process, the nanoparticles at low levels, especially

CNT and GO, increased the void content and cell size of PLA foams. The

incorporation of CNT and GO nanofillers at the 0.5 phr level increased the

electrical conductivity of PLA foams sharply by 9 and 10 orders of magnitude,

resulting in lightweight, biodegradable semi-conductive foams.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

State-of-the-art polymers are of the advantageous
materials today. Extremely used in a wide range of
applications, advanced polymers will be among the
undeniable materials in the upcoming years. Revolu-
tionize in biomedical devices, spacecraft, fuel consump-
tion, etc., is no longer inaccessible with improving the
polymer industry.1–4 Recently, many attempts have been
made to replace fossil fuel-based synthetic polymers
with biodegradable and biocompatible polymers
because of concerns regarding environmental issues.5–8

Poly(lactic acid) (PLA) is a renewable polymer made
from potato, bagasse, sugarcane, corn, wheat, and
rice.9–13 PLA exhibits exceptional biocompatibility and
hydrolysis ability. Also, it emissions no toxic gases
during the synthesis process. This is why PLA has drawn
much attention for applications such as drug release and
tissue engineering. Besides, because of the satisfactory pro-
cessability of PLA, it can be used in the packaging
industry.14–16 PLA foams can be replaced with ordinary
foams in packaging applications because of the cost-
effective production process, suitable mechanical proper-
ties, superior biodegradability, and so on.17–21

Notwithstanding the merits of PLA foams, they have
some demerits, such as low operating temperatures, slow
crystallization kinetics, and low melt strength, which
require overcoming to allow their commercialization. The
poor melt strength of PLA plays a negative role in cell
growth and mostly leads to cell wall rupture.22,23 To
overcome the mentioned drawbacks, different modifica-
tion techniques, including nanoparticle incorporation,24

crosslinking,25 copolymerization,26 chain extension,27

and producing PLA/polymer blends,28 have been per-
formed. Crosslinking would led to some unfavorable
influence such as producing gel, and also deteriorat-
ing the biodegradability nature of PLA.26 In the case
of chain extenders (CEs), in the molten state, the
reaction between CEs and the OH or COOH presented
in PLA chains leads to converting the linear ones to
long-chain molecules with greater melt strength
and molecular weight.29 In the case of producing
PLA/polymer blends, reactive compatibilizers have
been extensively used for improving the low interfa-
cial adhesion of polymer phases and controlling the
dispersion state, bringing in various chain segments to
PLA.30

Many studies have been dedicated to use of CEs and
nanoparticles in the foaming process of PLA. For
instance, in the work of Keshtkar et al.31 incorporating
dissolved CO2 and various percentages of nanoclay in
the PLA were studied. The outcomes indicated that the

PLA crystallization kinetics was extremely enhanced.
In addition, cell density and expansion ratio highly
increased as clay content was increased. In another
work, Guan et al.32 added chitin nanowhiskers (CNW)
to pure PLA and PLA/polyhydroxybutyrate-valerate
(PHBV) blend foams. They investigated the physical
and mechanical behavior of the produced foams. As
their outcomes suggested, incorporating small loadings
of CNW increased the mechanical behavior of un-
foamed blends. Also, the strength and expandability of
foamed blends filled with CNW extremely enhanced
compared to those of virgin blend foams.

Type and geometric shape of nanofillers signifi-
cantly affect the performance of the final foam as well
as the phenomena during extrusion foaming process.
For example, graphene improves Young's modulus and
viscosity, and, carbon nanotubes lead to an improve-
ment in foam morphology and melt strength.33,34

Herein, we have attempted to improve the PLA foam-
ability with the incorporation of chain extender and
carbonaceous nanofillers. To better understand the
phenomena involved in the extrusion process, which
control the foam morphology and density, molecular
weight and rheological behavior have been also stud-
ied. Although biodegradable PLA thermoplastic foam
has the potential to replace the commercial foams
based on synthetic thermoplastics like polystyrene, the
foamability of PLA melt in industrial foaming pro-
cesses like extrusion needs to be improved. The main
objective of this work is to enhance the foaming ability
of PLA melt by adding different carbonaceous nanofil-
lers and chain extender in continuous extrusion foam-
ing process to expand the potential applications of
semi-conductive PLA foams.

2 | EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

2.1 | Materials

Poly (L-lactic acid) (PLA), grade 2003D, was supplied
by Nature Works LLC, USA. Long multi-walled carbon
nanotubes (CNT) and graphene oxide (GO) were
obtained from Sigma Aldrich, USA. CB (N330) was pur-
chased from Pars Carbon Black, Iran. The polymeric
CE, Joncryl ADR® 4400, was prepared from BASF
(Ludwigshafen, Germany). Moreover, as the chemical
foaming agent, azodicarbonamide (AzD, 7000 dB) was
purchased from Kum Yang, South Korea. In addition,
zinc oxide, as the chemical foaming agent activator,
was prepared from Merck, Germany. Table 1 indicates
the physical properties of used materials.
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2.2 | Sample preparation

2.2.1 | Un-foamed samples

Firstly, the raw materials were dried in a vacuum oven at
60�C for 12 h. Then, PLA, and different contents (0.25,
0.5, and 1 phr) of CB, CNT, and GO were mixed via a
two-screw extruder (Rondol micro compounder, UK) at
150 rpm. The temperature profile (hopper to die) was
selected to be 140�C, 145�C, 160�C, 160�C, and 160�C.
Afterward, a pelletizing machine was used to pelletize
the materials.

2.2.2 | Foamed samples

First, the raw materials were dried in a vacuum oven at
60�C for 12 h. Then, PLA, different contents (0.25, 0.5,
and 1 phr) of CB, CNT, and GO, and constant amounts
of AzD (4 phr), zinc oxide (0.25 phr), and CE (5 phr) were
mixed via the same extruder at 150 rpm. The temperature
profile (hopper to die) was selected to be 140�C, 145�C,
160�C, 160�C, and 160�C. Herein, the samples were
expressed as “X-PLA/YZ,” where X represents whether
the sample is foamed or un-foamed (f or uf, respectively),
Y indicates the nanoparticle content, and Z denotes the
nanoparticle type. For instance, the foam filled with
0.25 phr CNT was expressed as “f-PLA/0.25CNT.” It is
noteworthy that the f-PLA control sample was also pre-
pared using the same processing conditions. This foam
contains fixed amounts of AzD (4 phr), zinc oxide
(0.25 phr), and CE (5 phr), though without any nanofil-
lers. Our experiments showed that virgin PLA without
CE additive could not be foamed at the extrusion process
under the same processing conditions. Melt drooling, dis-
integration in addition to intense bubble wall rupture

and gas removal from melt were observed in the extru-
sion foaming of virgin PLA after exiting the extruder die.
Therefore, f-PLA foam with CE additive was used as a
control sample.

2.3 | Characterizations

2.3.1 | Void content

ASTM D 1622 was used to determine the foams' density.
In addition, ASTM D 792 was utilized to calculate the
un-foamed samples' density using the solvent displace-
ment procedure. The solvent in this study was normal
hexane (density = 0.66 g/cm3). Moreover, the void con-
tent was determined following ASTM D 2734 via the
below relation:

V f ¼ duf �df
duf

�100, ð1Þ

where, V f denotes the cavity fraction, and duf and df
are the density of un-foamed and foamed samples,
respectively.

2.3.2 | Morphological studies

The samples were cryogenically fractured, and the
morphology studies were carried out on their surfaces
via a Vegall Tescan scanning electron microscope
(SEM). The following equations were used to calculate
the number-average diameter of bubbles (Dn), the vol-
ume-average diameter of bubbles (Dv), and cell den-
sity (Nc).

Dn ¼
P

nidið Þ
P

ni
, ð2Þ

Dv ¼
P

vidið Þ
P

vi
, ð3Þ

Nc ¼ n
A

� �1:5 dun=dfð Þ
, ð4Þ

where n and d are the cell number and diameter,
respectively. Also, A is the surface area of foamed
sample.

To investigate the dispersion state of nanofillers in
the PLA matrix, the un-foamed samples were cut into
100 nm thick slices with a cryo-microtome device, and

TABLE 1 Physical properties of the used materials.

Material Property

PLA Specific gravity 1.24

MFI (g/10 min) 6

CNT Diameter (nm) 110–170

Length (μm) 5–9

Surface area (m2/g) 1.3 � 102

GO Sheets 15–20

Edge oxidized (%) 4–10

CE EEW (g/mol) 485

Average molecular weight (g/mol) 7100

Abbreviations: EEW, epoxy equivalent weight; MFI, melt flow index.
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afterward, they were observed via a transmission electron
microscope (TEM; libra200).

2.3.3 | Rheometeric mechanical
spectroscopy (RMS)

The melt linear viscoelastic behavior of the foams was
investigated via RMS. The oscillatory shear measure-
ments (frequency sweep test) were performed at 170�C, a
linear strain of 1%, and under an N2 environment via an
Anton Paar parallel plate rheometer (MCR30, Austria)
equipped with parallel plate geometry in which the diam-
eter and gap were 25 and 1 mm, respectively.

2.3.4 | Gel permeation
chromatography (GPC)

The number- and weight-average molecular weights (Mn

and Mw, respectively) of PLA chains and Polydispersity
Index (PDI) in the presence of carbonaceous nanoparti-
cles were determined via GPC (Agilent, USA) after dissol-
ving the foams in tetrahydrofuran solvent.

2.3.5 | Electrical conductivity

Volume electrical conductivity test was conducted on the
foamed samples with the dimensions of 100 � 100

FIGURE 1 SEM images of the

cryo-fractured surfaces of un-foamed

samples.
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� 1 mm3 using a microcurrent detector (EST121, Hua Jing
Hui Tech, China) under a voltage of 500 V, according to
the GB/T 1410-2006 standard.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 | Scanning electron microscopy

3.1.1 | Un-foamed samples

As can be observed in Figure 1, the un-foamed PLA (uf-
PLA) cryo-fractured surface is smooth and glassy, reveal-
ing its brittle nature. Adding nanofillers in uf-PLA led to
non-uniform surfaces regardless of the nanofiller type.

Surfaces with less uniformity can be observed at higher
nanofiller loading.35 Moreover, the loading of low carbon
nanofillers did not lead to aggregation, but the greater
the nanoparticles content, the higher the nanofillers
aggregations and the surface roughness. These observa-
tions reveal the appropriate compounding process.36

3.1.2 | Foamed samples

The SEM images of foamed samples are shown in
Figure 2. Also, V f , Nc, Dv, and Dn, determined from SEM
micrographs for all foamed samples, are gathered in
Figure 3. It was observed that the presence of nanofillers
influences the morphology of foamed PLA (f-PLA)

FIGURE 2 SEM images of

foamed samples.
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regardless of the carbonaceous nanoparticles type. In
addition, the degree of sphericity, size, and homogeneity
of cells were altered by adding nanofillers to f-PLA.

For the f-PLA samples loaded with different percent-
ages of CB, the void content of the foam containing
0.5 phr CB was enhanced by about 10%, while its cell
density dropped by almost 27%. In the case of f-PLA
samples containing CNT, although the void content of
f-PLA/0.25CNT and f-PLA/0.5CNT improved by approxi-
mately 18% and 36%, respectively, different trends
were seen for their cell density. The cell density of f-PLA/
0.25CNT enhanced by around 3%, whereas that of f-PLA/
0.5CNT decreased by approximately 43%. For f-PLA/GO
samples, the void contents of all samples experienced an
improvement or no alteration than f-PLA. Moreover, the

cell density of all samples diminished. The most signifi-
cant increment in void content (46%) was seen for the
foam containing 0.25 phr of GO, whereas its cell density
experienced a diminishment by almost 21%.

Additionally, it should be noted that regardless of the
nanofillers type, the void content and cell density of f-
PLA loaded with 1 phr nanofiller diminished in compari-
son with either those of neat f-PLA or f-PLA with 0.25
and 0.5 phr carbonaceous nanofillers. The reason for this
may be the nanofillers aggregation after adding 1 phr of
each. Besides, it is worth mentioning that due to the low
viscosity of PLA melt, caused by chain scission and car-
bonaceous nanofillers incorporation, the shear flow field
during mixing is not enough for gas to be diffused ade-
quately, hence producing more homogeneous polymer–
gas mixture. Additionally, the presence of nanoparticles,
especially GO nanoplatelets, can provide a barrier against
the removal of gas obtained from the foaming agent
decomposition. Consequently, the void content of nano-
composites and average cell size at lower loadings of
nanofillers are improved comparing with the ones for
virgin PLA.

Moreover, the foam loaded with 0.25 phr CNT has
the maximum cell density. Besides, the maximum void
content and the minimum standard deviation belong to
the foam containing 0.25 phr GO, suggesting its cells
homogeneity. This is because of homogeneous cell nucle-
ation without external nuclei and poor melt strength.37

Among different used nanofillers, CNT nanoparticles
have provided the largest heterogeneous nucleation sites
for bubbles, leading to the largest cell density and the
most uniform cells.

The number-average diameters of bubbles in all pre-
pared nanocomposites are all larger than the Dn of f-PLA
foam. It seems that the nanofiller loading has negligible
effect on Dn, except for nanocomposite foams containing
GO nanoparticles. At 1 phr loading of GO, the beneficial
influence of the nanofiller on the foamability of PLA is
weakened owing to dispersion and delamination state of
GO nanoplatelets. A similar trend can be observed for
the volume-average cell diameter in the presence of
nanofillers. For almost all prepared nanocomposite
foams, DV is larger than that of f-PLA sample. Just f-
PLA/0.25CNT shows smaller DV than f-PLA foam. As
mentioned earlier, the reason for its acceptability is the
better nucleation effect of CNT nanoparticles for bubbles.

Accordingly, the explanations mentioned above
reveal that the most optimum properties can be observed
in the foams loaded with 0.25 phr CNT and 0.25 phr
GO. The foam filled with 0.25 phr GO has the largest
increase in void content (� +45%) than neat foam,
whereas the cell density of this sample diminishes by
approximately 20%. In addition, notwithstanding less

FIGURE 3 The data obtained from SEM images for

(1) f-PLA, (2) f-PLA/0.25CB, (3) f-PLA/0.5CB, (4) f-PLA/1CB,

(5) f-PLA/0.25CNT, (6) f-PLA/0.5CNT, (7) f-PLA/1CNT,

(8) f-PLA/0.25GO, (9) f-PLA/0.5GO, and (10) f-PLA/1GO. [Color

figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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increment in void content (+18%), the foam filled with
0.25 phr CNT indicates a + 3% increment in cell density
than pure foam.

3.2 | Transmission electron microscopy

The TEM images of un-foamed nanocomposites can be
observed in Figure 4. It can be seen that the nanofillers
are well dispersed in uf-PLA, and no apparent agglomera-
tion can be seen. By increasing the nanofiller content,
multilayer stacks of GO are clearly evident in the image
of uf-PLA/0.5GO, indicating lower efficiency of the
applied flow field to disperse the nanoparticles at higher
loadings.

3.3 | Viscoelastic responses of PLA
sample incorporated with carbonaceous
nanoparticles

The bubble nucleation and growth in the molten PLA
occur after leaving the extrusion die, clarifying the signif-
icance of the rheological behavior of molten PLA. As
shown in previous works,38–40 the more the improvement

in the viscoelastic behavior and melt strength, the more
the enhancement in the foaming ability of polymers, par-
ticularly semi-crystalline polymers. Indeed, the addition
of nanofillers influences the rheological behavior of PLA
foams.41 Figure 5 demonstrates the storage and loss mod-
uli along with complex viscosity versus angular frequency
for different unfoamed samples. It can be observed that
with the incorporation of the carbonaceous nanoparti-
cles, the storage and loss moduli as well as complex vis-
cosity (G0, G00, and η�, respectively) experience a slight
decrement, and the sample containing 0.25 phr GO has
the nearest rheological behavior to the neat sample. By
adsorbing the polymer chains on the solid surface of
nanoparticles, it is expected that PLA molecules entropy
decreases, and chain relaxation time, τr , of PLA chains
enhances.42 The mentioned influences can be studied
with the investigation of the solid-like behavior and τr of
the polymer chains in melt.43 In the case of an un-rein-
forced linear homopolymer, G0 and G00 are proportional
to ω2 and ω1, respectively, on the full logarithmic scale.
This proportionality, especially at low-frequency region,
is a liquid-like rheological behavior, which is also known
as terminal behavior. However, a deviation from this pro-
portionality, known as non-terminal behavior, was
observed for a reinforced linear homopolymer. Deviation

FIGURE 4 TEM images of un-

foamed nanocomposite samples.
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from the mentioned relationship in filled polymeric sys-
tems is accompanied with the rheology of fluids with gel-
like behavior. To put it another way, in the case of a rein-
forced polymer, G0 and G00 are proportional to ωa and ωb,
respectively, at the terminal region, where a<2 and
b<1:44,45 The stronger the interactions between the poly-
mer and the fillers and the significantly reduced the
chain entropy, the more a and b tend to zero.46 These
exponents were calculated for the unfoamed PLA/CE
sample and nanocomposites containing 0.25 phr of CB,
CNT, and GO, and are listed in Table 2.

As seen, exponents a and b do not show noticeable
changes with the addition of carbonaceous nanoparticles,
among which incorporating 0.25 phr CB intensifies the
non-terminal behavior to some extent. Thus, introducing
carbonaceous nanoparticles does not considerably influ-
ence the rheological behavior of PLA melt. Similarly, the

longest relaxation time of chains (τlr) for all unfoamed
samples is almost the same, and the sample loaded with
0.25 phr GO has the closest value to uf-PLA. The charac-
teristic τlr can be achieved from the inverse of reciprocal
crossover frequency (ωr), in which G0 and G00 are
equal.43,45 It was expected that by adsorbing polymer
chains on the nanofiller solid surfaces, τlr could be
increased and the PLA melt viscoelastic characteristics
would be improved, which play an important role in the
bubble growth step.47,48 As a result, bubble wall rupture
and gas removal occur less with the addition of nanofil-
ler. However, in the extruded unfoamed samples, the
expected enhancements in the viscoelastic characteristics
of PLA melt were not observed. Overall, the presence of
nanofillers can change the viscoelastic responses of PLA
melt from two different viewpoints: first, nanoparticles
improve the viscoelastic properties of PLA chains by
absorbing the polymer chains on the nanofiller solid sur-
faces; second, nanofillers can increase the shear viscous
heat of melt during melt-mixing in extruder channels,
hence, intensifying the PLA chain scission reaction. It
seems that the second influence of nanofillers slightly
restricts the results of the first aforementioned effect.

The maximum temperature in the extruder tempera-
ture profile for the preparation of foam and unfoamed
samples was 160�C. At this low temperature, the used
chain extender additive did not succeed in the ring-
opening reaction of epoxy functional groups with the
end-groups of PLA chains.49 Therefore, the dominant
reaction in the extrusion process of unfoamed samples is
the unfavorable chain scission of PLA macromolecules.
In the presence of nanofillers, the chain scission reactions
of PLA is intensified owing to higher shear viscous heat
and higher melt temperatures. Consequently, the pres-
ence of nanofillers causes more severs chain scission of
PLA macromolecules. Without favorable CE reactivity,
the lower molecular weight of PLA chains in uf-PLA
nanocomposites worsens the rheological properties of the
melt and this effect is stronger than the effect of restricted
molecular motions of PLA in the presence of
nanoparticles.

Nevertheless, in foam samples, the exothermic
decomposition reaction of AzD foaming agent partially
compensates the adverse effect of nanofillers.

3.4 | Effect of incorporating
carbonaceous nanoparticles on the
molecular weight alterations

Table 3 reveals the Mn, Mw, and PDI for the f-PLA foam
and foams containing 0.25 phr of CB, CNT, and GO
obtained from the GPC test. As seen, incorporating the

FIGURE 5 (a) Storage and loss moduli as well as (b) complex

viscosity versus angular frequency measured at 170 �C and at 1%

strain. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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carbonaceous nanofillers into the PLA matrix increases
the molecular weight of the matrix chains in the foam
samples. Figure 6 shows schematically the reactions
between the epoxy-based CE and the COOH end groups
of PLA chains. By happening the chemical reactions dis-
played in Figure 6, the extrusion process can produce
PLA macromolecules with longer branches and larger
molecular weight. As a result, the content of larger
molecular weight PLA chains increases. The epoxy
groups of CE can theoretically react with both OH and
COOH groups of PLA; however, COOH groups are more
likely to react with electrophilic groups such as epoxide.50

The work of Bikiaris and Karayannidis51 demonstrated
that the epoxide groups on CEs react with the COOH end
groups on PLA. It was also found that excess epoxide
groups probably react with OH end groups and with the
new OH groups originated from the linking of the epox-
ide and COOH groups. Comparing the nanocomposite
foams with f-PLA reveals that adding 0.25 phr CB does
not affect Mn and Mw. In contrast, the Mn and Mw of the
foams reinforced with 0.25 phr CNT and 0.25 phr GO
enhance than those of the pure PLA/CE foam, whereas
their PDI experiences a little change. These outcomes
reveal that carbonaceous nanoparticles, especially CNT
and GO, intensify the CE reaction with PLA end groups
and lead to more alterations in PLA molecular
weight and structure. Although a fixed level of CE is
applied in different nanocomposite foams and f-PLA
sample, the chain extension effect of CE additive on PLA
macromolecules depends on the nanofiller used. The
beneficial structural changes of PLA chains in the
presence of nanofillers improve the melt strength and
foamability of matrix. As a result, the removal of gas from
the decomposition reaction of the foaming agent is

prohibited, and foams having larger void contents are
prepared by incorporating nanofillers.

The data of GPC analysis confirm that nanofillers,
especially CNT and GO, can improve the chain extension
reaction of CE additive comparing with f-PLA sample. It
is noteworthy that the level of CE is fixed in f-PLA and
nanocomposite foams. This improvement is in contrast to
the nanofiller effects on the rheological properties of
unfoamed samples. These opposite results originate from
the temperatures at which the CE functional groups
undergo the ring-opening reaction. As reported, the
occurrence of this reaction is intensified at higher tem-
peratures, especially above 200�C.49 Because at the low
temperature applied in the extrusion process, namely
140–160 �C, the reaction between CE and PLA chains
cannot happen to a large extent in the compounding
process of unfoamed samples. Therefore, the chain scis-
sion of PLA macromolecules is the dominant reaction in
this process, and the higher melt temperature of
PLA/nanofiller mixtures worsens the rheological behav-
ior of PLA.

The heat generated by the decomposition reaction of
AzD heightens the melt temperature in the extrusion
foaming process, thus further activating the CE additive.
Under these conditions, the presence of nanofillers, espe-
cially those with better dispersion and matrix/filler inter-
facial area, further increases the melt viscosity and
generates more viscous heat. By rising the melt tempera-
ture, the chain extension reaction of CE becomes more
extensive, hence improving PLA molecular weight, melt
strength and foaming ability.

3.5 | Electrical conductivity

Figure 7 reveals the electrical conductivity of different
foamed PLA samples versus different contents of carbo-
naceous nanoparticles. As observed, f-PLA demonstrated
a very low electrical conductivity (5.1 E–14 S/m), indicat-
ing its high insulation characteristics. As expected, incor-
porating CB did not significantly influence the electrical
conductivity of f-PLA, and it experienced a minor
increase up to 5.43 E–14 S/m for f-PLA containing 1 phr
CB. A similar result was seen in the work of Wu et al.,52

TABLE 2 Data related to the

rheological behavior of unfoamed

samples.

Sample code a G0 /ωað Þ b G00 /ωb
� �

ωr 1=sð Þ τlr sð Þ
uf-PLA 1.274 0.916 67 15 � 10�3

uf-PLA/0.25CB 1.074 0.879 153 7 � 10�3

uf-PLA/0.25CNT 1.294 0.921 116 9 � 10�3

uf-PLA/0.25GO 1.261 0.904 83 12 � 10�3

TABLE 3 Mn, Mw, and PDI for different foamed samples

achieved from the GPC test.

Sample code Mn (g/Mol) Mw (g/Mol) PDI

f-PLA 1.33 � 104 8.31 � 104 6.27

f-PLA/0.25CB 1.36 � 104 8.76 � 104 6.45

f-PLA/0.25CNT 1.88 � 104 10.43 � 104 5.55

f-PLA/0.25GO 1.52 � 104 9.26 � 104 6.13
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where adding CB up to 2 wt% did not remarkably affect
the electrical conductivity of PLA foam. Adding different
percentages of CNT and GO resulted in an improvement
in the electrical conductivity of f-PLA. Specifically, the
electrical conductivity of the foamed samples enhanced
sharply by 9 and 10 orders of magnitude when the incor-
poration of CNT and GO, respectively, increased to
0.5 phr. These enhancements can be attributed to the
high electrical conductivities of CNT and GO.53 In addi-
tion, the electrical conductivities of the f-PLA/1CNT and
f-PLA/1GO almost did not change compared to those of
the samples containing 0.5 phr carbonaceous nanoparti-
cles. This may be due to aggregation by adding 1 phr of
nanofillers. It can also be seen that the electrical conduc-
tivity values for the foamed samples containing GO are
higher than for CNT, approximately one order of magni-
tude, attributing to the higher electrical conductivity of
GO compared to CNT.53

FIGURE 6 Schematic of the reaction between chain extender epoxy group and PLA end groups, and possible long chain branching

structures. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 7 Electrical conductivity of different foamed PLA

samples versus different percentages of carbonaceous nanoparticles.

[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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4 | CONCLUSIONS

In the present study, PLA foaming was performed using
a twin-screw extrusion process. The foamability of PLA
was improved by incorporating chain extender and car-
bonaceous nanofillers. The extruded f-PLA nanocompo-
sites have enough melt strength and elasticity, so they
will be able to provide foams with a density reduction of
about 50%. These foams are lighter than virgin PLA and
PLA/CE foam samples. The most optimum properties
were seen in the foams filled with 0.25 phr CNT and
0.25 phr GO. The foam reinforced with 0.25 phr GO indi-
cated the most increased void content (� +45%) than vir-
gin PLA foam, while its cell density experienced a
diminishment by about 20%. In addition, although the
foam filled with 0.25 phr CNT indicated a lower incre-
ment in the void content (+18%), its cell density was
enhanced by 3% than the pure foam. Besides, the rheo-
logical behavior of all unfoamed PLA-based samples was
almost the same, and the sample filled with 0.25 phr GO
demonstrated the closest rheological behavior to the
unfoamed PLA/CE sample. It was found from the gel
permeation chromatography test results that the number-
and weight-average molecular weights of the foams filled
with 0.25 phr CNT and 0.25 phr GO enhanced than those
of f-PLA foam. These results suggest that these carbona-
ceous nanofillers intensify the chain extender perfor-
mance and result in beneficial structural changes in PLA
chains. Comparing with CNT and GO, the addition of CB
filler did not improve the foamability of PLA melt due to
lower interfacial area with matrix at the same nanoparti-
cle loadings. Moreover, the incorporation of different
amounts of CB did not significantly change the electrical
conductivity of virgin PLA foam, while the electrical con-
ductivity of the foams containing 0.5 phr CNT and
0.5 phr GO enhanced sharply by 9 and 10 orders of mag-
nitude, respectively. These improvements can be owing
to the high electrical conductivities of CNT and GO. In
addition, the electrical conductivities of the foams con-
taining 1 phr CNT and 1 phr GO remained almost
unchanged compared to those of the foams containing
0.5 phr CNT and 0.5 phr GO, attributing to the occur-
rence of aggregation after adding 1 phr CNT and GO.
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